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tions of your nund, and, if they exist in you, how can they exist out
of you ? They do not; they seem to do so by a law of the mind which
gives objectivity to our sensations. That in which these qualities
are supposed to inhere,—the substratum of these qualities—is also
necessarily a subjective substratum—not an objective one; the two
go together.
In truth, what we call matter we know not. Its nature is unknow-
able ; and this we designate the sat-vastu, the thing-m-itself of the
Kantian system. The essential conditions of corporeal existence
are Space, Time and Causality; but these are themselves only the
subjective forms of our intellect, and have no objective existence
outside ourselves. And when we say we cannot know an objective
existence except as being caused, or an object except as being in Space,
or an event except as taking place in Time, we, in reality, mean that
our knowledge of this objective existence or object or event is
necessarily dependent upon the forms, which, our own intellect
furnishes, and through, which sensuous affections reach us. It is
the thing''in-itself, sat-vastu, wMcJz appears to zis in these forms. This
sat-vastu is Brahma which, distorted through the media of Time,
Space, and Causality appears as the material universe we call Nature.1
ce The whole of Nature" (says Professor Deussen2) "exists only
under the pie-supposition of the forms of our intellect and has, apart
from them, that is, in a metaphysical sense, no reality; for it is
nothing more than the unceasingly generated product of the sensuous
affections and mental forms."
"Another question" says Hegel3 . . . "is raised when it
is said, that the world or matter, inasmuch as it is regarded as having
existed for all eternity, is uncreated and exists immediately for itself.
The separation made by the understanding between form and matter
lies at the basis of this statement; while the real truth is that matter
and the world, regarded according to their fundamental characteristics,
are this Other, the negative winch is itself simply a moment or element
1 Of. J. OaircFs "University Ser-   rea^ sameness."   According to the
mon.8," pp. 369-70:—"The seeming   Veddnta the true philosophic view is
constancy and iiiTariableness of the   ^^^ ^er®ls ^o univerae outside of the
outward World is but a vulgar   ^man.
illusion .... the things that abide     2 "Metaphysics " s 71
are not those vhioh the eye sees orthe     3 n ^ ^ ' i-r ^ ' / « -r. ^     »
senses can grasp ... . . there is no   rr Q^   ln Haldanes "Pathway,'
jli,) p. A.o4:nr

